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'AMONG  THE benefactions made by Richard  III as  King were  two generous land
grants to St. Mary’s, Barking, apparently recorded  only in the  list  of royal  land
grants  which occupy fi'.282-9v  of B. L.  Harleian  MS.433.‘ It  seems  to  have  been
assumed, most recently by Charles Ross in his  Richard  III,  that  the recipient of
these  grants was the  Benedictine  n_unnery of  Barking (Essex), dedicated to St.
Mary. The motive for  such a  grant  is obscure. although Professor Ross suggests
that  it was due to Richard’s possession of the  forfeited  de  Vere  estates in East
Anglia, the de  Veres having had  links with Barking.
'. It Is more likely, however, that  the beneficiary was not the  nunnery, but the
chapel  of St. Mary which  stood  in the churchyard of  Allhallows, Barking

I

(London) and  which Richard  III made  into  now]  free  chapel.  Allhallows, which  '
stands m Great  Tower Street, took  its  name  from the  Essex nunnery, which  held

.  the advowson of the parish church  until  the Dissolution. St.  Mary’s  _chapel had
strong royal  associations.  It had been  founded  by Richard  I, but  came  into
prominence in the thirteenth century under  Edward I.  That King, before his
accession, had  a  vision  in his sleep in  which  he was directedto place an image of
the  Virgin  Mary in the  chapel.  He was moreover assured  that  if he  kept  the
chapel in repair and visited it regularly he  would  be  victorious  over all nations
and  would, in particular, subdue the Welsh and Scots. The same success was!
promised to  every just English  monarch who  continued these  Observances. The
account  of the  vision  and its  fulfilment  was  preserved  in  a  letter from  Edward  I  to
the  Pope, requesting that  those  who made  a  pilgrimage to the chapel or
contributed to its  fabric  should receive an  indulgence  of forty days. A further
requirement placed on the pilgrims was to pray for the soul of  King Richard,
whose heart, according to the  letter, was  buried  under the  high altar—although
this  Is  almost  certainly incorrect.  3

Such  a  story would  have  an obvious appe_al to Richard  111, but the chapel
had  also  acquired  explicitly Yorkist connections. In  1465  Edward IV had
founded  a  chantry there  consisting of two chaplains.  They were  to celebrate mass
for the  good  estate  of the  King, his  mother  and  brothers, the Dukes of  Clarence
and Gloucester, and for their  souls  after death, and for the souls of his father
Richard and his brother Edmund and all] the  faithful  departed, especially those
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who had shed their  blood  for his  right.  The foundation was endowed  with  the
manor of  Tooting Bee and the  advowson  of  Streatham  (Surrey).‘

Edward’s choice of St.  Mary’s  chapel  as the location of his  chantry was
clearly influenced by the  chapel’s  earlier  royal associations, which  are  mentioned
in his grant. A further  consideration  was perhaps the  composition  of the  gild  of
St. Mary, which  was made the trustee for the endowment. The  gild  had  been
founded in  1442  by two  London  mercers, Henry Frowick and John  Olney, and
had acquired  strong court, as well as urban, connections. In  1465  the master was
John  Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester, and its wardens Sir  John Scot, Thomas  Colt,
John  Tate  and John Croke. Tate and  Croke  were both  merchants  of the Staple
and  citizens  of  London.  Scot, however, was controller of the  King’s  household
and  Colt a  former  servant  of the  Duke  of York  whom  Edward IV had rewarded
with  the post of keeper of the  hanaper.  Three years earlier, in  1462, Colt  had
been  associated with  a  chantry foundation, very similar  to  that  in St.  Mary’s,
which  had  been  endowed in Ashford (Kent) by Edward IV and  John Fogge  as a
memorial to the Kentish men who had died  fighting for the Duke of  York.’

The existence of Edward  IV’s chantry in St. Mary’s, together  with  its earlier
associations, explain Richard III’s  devotion  to the chapel. He is recorded to  have
made an offering there early in his reign.6 The decision to give it the  status  of  a
royal free  chapel, however, was not  accomplished until  March  1485.7 As part of
the readjustment  this  entailed, Richard persuaded  Barking nunnery to  give  the
advowson  of Allhallows to the  chapel  in  return  for an annual pension.a The
parish  church  thus  in effect  became  subordinate  to  what  had  hitherto  been  its
dependent  chapel.  The newly promoted  chapel  was to be  collegiate, with  a  dean
and six  canons:  the  same  complement  Richard  had adopted for his  college  at
Middleham. The  appointments  are recorded in Harley 433.  Edmund Chaderton,
Richard’s treasurer of the chamber, was made dean. The six  canons, all  M.A.s,
were  Thomas Cowton, Richard Baldry, [Thomas]  Jane, James  Molyneux,
Richard  Celsie [Kelsey]  and  Malcolm Cosin.  Baldry had previously been  vicar  of
Allhallows, his place there  being taken  by William Talbot.”

According to John  Stow, who records this  change  of status, Richard  III also
rebuilt  the chapel itself.” There seems, however, to be no record of  building
works and, given  the brevity of the  reign, it is  doubtful  whether  much, if
anything,‘ was achieved. Indeed historians have tended to regard the  whole
transaction  as  ineffective.  The  Victoria  County History of London, referring to
the  chapel’s  change of  status, comments, ‘there is no account of the further
endowment which would have been  necessary’—a  judgement echoed by the
editors  of  Medieval  Religious Houses.” The two land grants in Harley 433  surely
represent  this  ‘missing’ endowment.

Taken  together the two grants  total £592  4s 3d, but it is not  clear  whether
both  were meant to be operative.  They are  suspiciously similar. The land in  each
lies in Suffolk, Essex, Warwick  and  Buckinghamshire, although the land is  quite
different. In one  case  the  grant  is valued at  £241  25 8d and in the  other  £251  ls
7d, rather as if the  total  had  been decided  and the grants represent two  separate
attempts  at  meeting it.’2 However  the endowment was finally made  up, a  grant of
£250  would certainly be  more  plausible than one of  £590, although  still  generous.
The endowment of the  college  of Middleham, which  entailed  a  similar
establishment, was  originally set at 200 marks (£133 6s 8d) although the  initial
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land grants seem  to  have  totalled  nothing like  this  value.  After  his  accession
Richard made  a  further  grant  valued  at  £73, perhaps  with the intention of
making up the original  total.”

Whatever  the  scale  of the  endowment, the foundation was  short-lived. Stow

seems to imply that the college continued  until  the Reformation, and this was the
version followed  by the historian of Allhallows, J.  Maskell." St. Mary’s  chapel
certainly survived until  then, but with its  former status  as a  chapel  of Allhallows.
There is no  further reference  to the  canons, and  there  would in any case  have
been  no endowment to  support  them: Richard’s land grant, in  common  with his
other  grants, was  cancelled by the Act of  R’esumption passed in  Henry VII’s  first
parliament.  In 1490 the  Abbess  of Barking petitioned  for the  restoration  of the
advowson  which had  been  transferred  to St.  Mary’s.  She  argued  that the  transfer

had not  been  enrolled in any court, but  underpinned  this with the  more general
argument  that  Richard’s  grants  had  been made  void by act of  parliament.” The
implication is  that  the  foundation  was then  a  dead  letter, and the  advowson  was
apparently restored  to the  nuns, who still  held  it at the Dissolution.

Although Richard’s own foundation was  only in existence for a few  months,
prayers  for him continued to be  said  in St.  Mary’s.  The gild of St. Mary secured
confirmation  of  Edward  IV’s  endowment from  both  Henry VII and  Henry VIII,
and  Edward’s  chantry survived  until the Reformation, with Richard Duke of
Gloucester among those commemorated.“
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